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Practical Optimization: Algorithms and Engineering Applications provides a hands-on treatment of the subject of optimization. A comprehensive set of problems and exercises makes the book suitable for use in one or two semesters of a first-year graduate course or an advanced undergraduate course. Each half of the book contains a full semesters worth of complimentary yet stand-alone material. The practical orientation of the topics chosen and a wealth of useful examples also make the book suitable as a reference work for practitioners in the field.
Advancements in the efficiency of digital computers and the evolution of reliable software for numerical computation during the past three decades have led to a rapid growth in the theory, methods, and algorithms of numerical optimization. This body of knowledge has motivated widespread applications of optimization methods in many disciplines, e.g., engineering, business, and science, and has subsequently led to problem solutions that were considered intractable not too long ago.

Key Features:



 

        	extensively class-tested

 

        	provides a complete teaching package with MATLAB exercises and online solutions to end-of-chapter problems 





 

        	includes recent methods of emerging interest such as semidefinite programming and second-order cone programming

 

        	presents a unified treatment of unconstrained and constrained optimization

 

        	uses a practical treatment of optimization accessible to broad audience, from college students to scientists and industry professionals





 

        	provides a thorough appendix with background theory so non-experts can understand how applications are solved from point of view of optimization 
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Evolutionary Algorithms in Molecular Design (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry)John Wiley & Sons, 2000


	Nature has solved its most complicated problem, the creation, variation, and improvement

	of living organisms, in a simple and efficient manner. Starting from primitive forms in

	earth history, mutation and crossover produced variations that had to struggle for their

	existence and to compete with their ancestors and genetically...
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Logic For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
Logic concepts are more mainstream than you may realize. There’s logic every place you look and in almost everything you do, from deciding which shirt to buy to asking your boss for a raise, and even to watching television, where themes of such shows as CSI and Numbers incorporate a variety of logistical studies. Logic...
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Scalix: Linux Administrator's GuidePackt Publishing, 2008
Scalix email and calendaring, HP OpenMail, and Samsung Contact: these three names stand for some of the most powerful open-source-based groupware solutions available. This book sets out to explain their fundamentals to Linux administrators.

Since the early 90s, Hewlett Packard had earned many awards for its mail server, and OpenMail was...
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Food 2.0: Secrets from the Chef Who Fed GoogleDK Adult, 2008

	In a cutting edge cookbook for the Internet generation, Google s legendary founding super-chef, Charlie Ayers, tells you everything you need to know about the newest nutrition buzzword: brainfood. He outlines the basics on how the right foods can transform your mind and body, and then teaches you how to stock your kitchen with the healthiest...
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Broadband Services: Business Models and Technologies for Community NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Ubiquitous access to the internet is essential to prevent the deepening of modern society’s ‘digital divide’.
    Remote communities are at a disadvantage when it comes to seeking better education, better jobs, and higher levels of civic participation. Governments around the world have recognised the damage...
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Cat Owner's Home Veterinary Handbook, Fully Revised and UpdatedHowell Book House, 2007

	The classic bestseller--expanded and updated


	For years, many veterinary treatments for cats were based on research conducted with dogs because it was wrongly assumed that cats were very similar. Recently, there have been giant strides in feline veterinary research. This classic reference is fully updated and revised to...
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